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space year-round for storage and maintenance of critical equipment.  It will also be used for 
staging of science equipment.  Total project cost is estimated to be approximately $1,500,000.  A 
drawing of the garage is included in the reference material. 

 
The garage will include capacity to store the camp loader, an emergency vehicle, and 
snowmachines.  It will have a bridge crane, tire repair equipment, and an exercise area.  The 
construction will be modular, with significant pre-fabrication done off-site to reduce on-site 
labor costs.  This will also minimize the disruption of research during the busy summer season. 

 
Laboratory: 
The laboratory will be located west of the new Dining Facility.  The lab will be designed to 
allow for use by the maximum number of researchers.  The design will be somewhat generic so 
that the lab can accommodate various science projects over its lifetime. The configuration and 
size has yet to be determined, but will be approximately 2,000 sf.  Total project cost is 
approximately $1,500,000. 

 
The construction will be modular, with significant pre-fabrication done off-site to reduce on-site 
labor costs.  This will also minimize the disruption of research during the busy summer season. 

 
Bungalow: 
The bungalow is a single-story structure, with 12 sleeping rooms.  Each room is sized for two 
bed spaces, for a maximum potential occupancy of 24 beds.  The total area of the bungalow is 
approximately 2,300 sf, at an estimated total project cost of $1,000,000.  A rendering of the 
bungalow is included in the reference material. 

 
The structure is designed for year-round operation.  There will be outhouses as part of the 
structure, but there will not be running water in the facility.  The construction will be modular, 
with significant pre-fabrication done off-site to reduce on-site labor costs.  This will also 
minimize the disruption of research during the busy summer season. 
 
Variances 
None 
 
Special Considerations 
None 
 
Total Project Cost and Funding Sources  

 
Total Project Cost $8,000,000 
 

All funding will be from the NSF with approximately $5,000,000 from the NEON program and 
the remaining $3,000,000 from annual NSF capital funds. 

 
Annual Program and Facility Cost Projections  
After construction, the new facility will be owned by NSF.  Maintenance will be provided by the 
NSF Arctic Logistics Contractor, CH2M Hill Polar Services.  NSF is the primary agency funding 
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research at Toolik and they provide all of the O&M funding, some via the Cooperative 
Agreement and the remainder from researcher per diem.  UAF operating funds are not used at 
TFS. 
 
Project Delivery Method 
Procurement will be performed by the NSF Arctic Logistics Contractor (CH2M Hill Polar 
Services).  It is anticipated that it will be a best value procurement using a combination of price 
and qualifications based on a prescriptive set of bid documents. 
 
Affirmation 
This project complies with Regents’ Policy. 
 
Supporting Documents 

Drawings  
 






















